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Abstract

Cognitive radios (CR) have the ability to dynamically adapt to local spectrum availability. In a network comprised of
CR-enabled devices, layer-2 auto-configuration involves determining a common set of channels to facilitate communica-
tion among participating nodes. This is a unique challenge as nodes in the CR network may be unaware of (a) their neigh-
bors and (b) the channels on which they can communicate with a neighbor. In this paper, we propose a time-efficient
distributed algorithm for layer-2 auto-configuration for a CR network. Our algorithm finds the globally common channel
set in 2MN þ OðDNÞ timeslots, where each node is assigned a unique identifier from the range ½1; . . . ;N �, M is the maxi-
mum number of channels available for communication, and D is the diameter of the network. All nodes know M and N.
We present both diameter-aware and diameter-unaware versions of the algorithm. We then show that the proposed algo-
rithms are efficient by proving a matching lower bound. Finally, we investigate a special case when nodes have more
knowledge available at their disposal and discuss how the time-complexity of our algorithm can be improved under this
case.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

With the unprecedented proliferation of wireless
communication devices in recent times, it is being
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claimed that there will be an acute shortage of band-
width in the near future. This claim is seemingly
supported by the observation that most of the avail-
able frequency bands have already been allocated to
various applications (e.g., television transmission,
microwave communication, cellular communica-
tion, etc.) [5]. However, it has been noted that a sig-
nificant portion of the allocated spectrum is under-
utilized [6,3]. For example, in several urban areas
many of the television channels in the VHF and
UHF bands are unassigned.

Cognitive radio (CR) technology [19] allows
wireless devices to dynamically adapt to spectrum
.
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1 When the radios are built, they have a range of frequencies
they can operate on.
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availability in their geographical region. The owner
of a (licensed) channel is referred to as primary user

and all other users of the channel as secondary users

[3]. CR technology enables secondary users to scan
and identify unused channels in a frequency spec-
trum. A channel is said to be available if the second-
ary user can send and receive messages on the
channel without interfering with the primary
user(s). Such a communication infrastructure based
on CR technology has applications in defense and
relief and rescue operations. Since the usage of spec-
trum varies widely from one region to another [6],
communication among users (soldiers in a platoon
or relief personnel in a disaster-prone area) must
rely on a dynamic channel assignment scheme. Also,
in military applications and disaster recovery sce-
narios such as the shuttle recovery effort in east
Texas or hurricane affected areas, significant parts
of the spectrum are likely to be available for use
by secondary users. When a secondary user (hereaf-
ter, referred to as a node in the CR network) inde-
pendently scans the spectrum usage and maintains
the set of (locally) available channels, the following
layer-2 auto-configuration issues arise:

1. How do nodes detect their neighbors and collec-
tively form a communication infrastructure in the
absence of a central authority?

2. How do nodes decide on the set of channel(s)
that can be used for communication?

Note that the CR nodes may be turned on at differ-
ent times. Wireless communication among neighbors
is possible if the source and destination nodes tune to
a common channel at the same time. In the layer-2
auto-configuration problem in a CR network, a com-
mon set of channels (referred to as the globally com-

mon channel set, G0, in this paper) needs to be
determined. The motivations behind finding G0 are:

a. There may be multiple groups of nodes
deployed in a geographical area, say in a mil-
itary operation (there may be many platoons,
with each platoon being a group) or at the
site of a natural disaster (firemen, paramedics,
police being three groups). It is important
that each group chooses a unique channel
for communication among the group mem-
bers with few nodes acting as gateways
between groups.

b. Node mobility leads to frequent changes in
network topology. For such systems, commu-
nication over a globally common channel pro-
vides a simple and effective solution ([7,17]).

c. Since a globally common channel is available
at all the nodes, and the nodes may be distrib-
uted over a wide geographical region, using
such a channel leads to a fairly stable commu-
nication infrastructure.

Finding a common set of available channels (that
is, globally common channel set) for communica-
tion is non-trivial because of the divergence in the
sets of available channels at individual nodes and
the absence of a central authority. This is because
communication infrastructures in military and relief
operations are usually ad hoc in nature. The com-
plexity of the problem is further increased due to
the following reasons:

i. Nodes do not have prior knowledge about the
number and identities of other nodes in their
neighborhood.

ii. Although two nodes may be physically close,
their channel availability sets may be different.
Thus, nodes are unaware of the existence of a
common channel in their one-hop neighborhood.

iii. Changes in neighborhood due to node mobil-
ity can play a significant role in computing G0.
So, it is very important that the distributed
computation terminates quickly.
1.1. Our Contributions

Let each node be assigned a unique identifier
from the range ½1; . . . ; N �, and Auniv be the set
of M possible channels all the nodes are capable
of operating on. In this paper, we propose a 2-
phase auto-configuration algorithm that enables
the nodes to dynamically compute the globally
common channel set, G0 in a distributed manner.
All nodes know Auniv

1 and the value of N. We
present a fully distributed algorithm to determine
G0 in 2MN þ OðDNÞ timeslots, where D is the
diameter of the network. The algorithm consists
of two phases. Phase 1 (neighbor discovery and con-

figuration) of the algorithm consists of 2MN times-
lots split equally between neighbor discovery and
conveying locally common broadcast channel. Phase
2 consists of OðDNÞ timeslots and is used for
the computation of G0. If D is known, then the
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number of bits exchanged per message is OðMÞ.
Otherwise, the number of bits per message is
OðM þ log NÞ. The running time of the algorithms
is independent of jG0j. We present a matching
lower bound for neighbor discovery and show that
our algorithm is optimal. Finally, we investigate a
special case when channel availability sets of neigh-
boring nodes do not differ drastically. We show
that, with this additional assumption, the time-
complexity for neighbor discovery can be improved
significantly.

1.2. Related work

Neighbor discovery and configuration for multi-
hop, multi-channel radio networks are problems of
interest but most of the current research is on net-
works with a single broadcast channel [28].
Researchers in the Bluetooth [8] community have
studied neighbor discovery in multi-channel systems
with frequency-hopping. Symmetric neighbor dis-
covery protocols for Bluetooth that do not depend
upon preassigned roles for the nodes have been pro-
posed in [16,27,28,30]. These protocols assume iden-
tical frequency distribution at each node.

Alonso et al. [2] have proposed randomized algo-
rithms with expected running times for neighbor
discovery that result in nodes agreeing upon a com-
mon communication channel in a multi-node, multi-
channel environment. Their algorithms are indepen-
dent of the network configuration. The expected
running time is computed based on a probabilistic
model that assigns probabilities for a node ran-
domly choosing a channel i and then being engaged
in transmission or reception on that channel. They
assume that the nodes have identical probability dis-
tributions of frequency allocation. The implicit
assumption made in the paper is that all frequencies
are available at each node.

Many MAC-layer solutions have been proposed
for multi-channel networks [10,11,21,22,25,26,31,
32,35]. These solutions usually assume either the
existence of a common control channel [31,32,35]
and/or that every node is equipped with a separate
radio interface for each channel [10,21,22]. Solu-
tions for multi-channel wireless mesh networks
[11,25,26] assume that all channels are available
throughout the network. Krishnamurthy et al. [14]
presented a solution to the problem of neighbor dis-
covery and configuration in CR networks under the
assumption that a common control channel exists.
Thoppian et al. [34] have recently proposed a dis-
tributed heuristic for MAC-layer scheduling in CR
networks, which again assumes the existence of a
common control channel.
2. System model

Throughout this paper, we assume that the
multi-hop, multi-channel wireless network formed
by a group of CR-enabled nodes remains static
for the duration of auto-configuration. The
assumption remains valid as long as the nodes in
the network do not move rapidly and the auto-
configuration algorithm takes a small amount of
time. It is expected that if nodes are mobile, the
auto-configuration algorithm will be run periodi-
cally. Nodes have access to synchronous clocks
(such as GPS) and time is slotted. Thus, every
node knows when a timeslot starts and when a
timeslot ends.
2.1. Medium characteristics

Let Auniv ¼ fc1; c2; . . . ; cMg represent the univer-
sal set of M channels that the CR can operate on.
Each node is aware of Auniv. We assume that every
channel has a unique identity and the mapping
between the channel identifier and its frequency is
known to all nodes. The communication medium
is assumed to be loss-free.
2.2. Node characteristics

Every node, say i, is assigned a unique identifier,
say UIDi from the range ½1; . . . ; N �. Observe that
N denotes the maximum number of nodes a net-
work can contain. In military and relief operations,
the maximum number of soldiers in a platoon or
firemen assigned for relief efforts is known a priori.
Hence, we assume that the maximum number of
nodes (given by N) is known to every node. For ease
of exposition, UIDi is represented by i throughout
this paper. Every node has a single wireless trans-
ceiver and the transceiver is built so that it can
transmit or receive in any of the M channels of
Auniv. In addition, each node i knows Ai, the set
of channels (locally) available to itself. Nodes i

and j are said to be (one-hop) neighbors of each
other if they are within communication range of
each other and there is at least one channel common
to Ai and Aj, that is, Ai \Aj 6¼ ;.
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2.3. Network operation

Nodes in the CR network perform one of the fol-
lowing two operations at any time: (i) layer-2 auto-
configuration, or (ii) normal operation as shown in
Fig. 1. These two operations repeat periodically
every T time units. The times at which layer-2
auto-configuration operation start is known a priori

to all the nodes by letting every node know the value
of T. During layer-2 auto-configuration, nodes learn
about other participating nodes in the network and
also determine the globally common channel set, G0.
In the normal mode of operation, the nodes may
behave similarly to the nodes in any other multi-
hop wireless network, such as a MANET [4] or a
mesh network [1]. (Note that synchronized clocks
are needed only for layer-2 auto-configuration; dur-
ing normal operation, channel access methods with-
out using synchronous clocks, such as contention
based approaches, can be used.) It is necessary to
periodically invoke the layer-2 auto-configuration
algorithm to account for a varying globally com-
mon channel set, G0, due to the changes in network
topology and/or channel availability sets of individ-
T

Layer-2 Configuration N

FMFM-1F1 F2

R1 R2 R3 R4

... 1

NN-11 2 ...

N timeslots

M Frames

Phase 1

Configuratio
Phase 1 co
Round 1 is 
Round 2 is 
Phase 2 co
Each round
Each round
Each frame
Node i trans

Fig. 1. Operation cycle of a
ual nodes. To summarize, each node i has the fol-
lowing parameters configured at boot time: N, M,
Auniv, and T. A node i determines its availability
set Ai by sensing the local spectrum.
3. Layer-2 auto-configuration algorithm

During the layer-2 auto-configuration process,
the time division multiple access (TDMA) scheme
is used for communication among nodes. Time is
divided into OðDÞ rounds. A round is defined as
the time taken for every node to communicate with
each one of its neighbors using a (local) broadcast
mechanism. Each round consists of equal-sized
intervals referred to as frames. The number of
frames in a round may vary as shown in Fig. 1. A
round in phase 1 consists of M frames while a round
in phase 2 consists of only one frame. Each frame is
further divided into N timeslots, each of equal
length. Node i transmits during the ith timeslot in
each frame (see Fig. 1) and all other nodes are in
receive mode during the ith timeslot. We next pres-
ent more details of the algorithm.
ormal Operation 

time
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1 Frame

Phase 2

n Algorithm consists of two phases.
nsists of 2 rounds.
for neighborhood discovery.
for informing the locally common broadcast channel to neighbors.
nsists of (D-2) rounds.
 in phase 1 consists of M frames.
 in phase 2 consists of 1 frame.
 consists of N timeslots.
mits in the ith slot of a frame.

diameter-aware node.
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3.1. Data structures

The following data structures are maintained at
every node i:
UIDi
 identity of the node i
Ai
 set of channels available at node
i ðAi �AunivÞ
NBRi
 set of one-hop neighbors of node i
PCi
 preferred channel for node i
Gi
 set of channels common among all nodes
within r hops of node i
r
 current round number
The availability set, Ai is independently obtained
by node i by scanning the medium and estimating
the available channels. This step is external to our
algorithm. The channels in Ai are sorted by their
frequencies. A preferred channel for node i is a chan-
nel in which transmissions by i can be received by all
of its neighbors. Thus, PCi has to be a channel that
is available at i and all the neighbors of i, that is,
PCi 2Ai and PCi 2Aj for each j 2NBRi. If there
are multiple such common channels, any one of
them can be selected as a preferred channel. The
concept of a round (denoted by r) is defined to mon-
itor the progress of the configuration algorithm, as
in other synchronous distributed algorithm [23]. Ini-
tially, UIDi ¼ i, NBRi ¼ ;, PCi ¼?, Gi ¼Ai,
and r ¼ 0.

3.2. Diameter-aware auto-configuration

Assume that all the nodes are aware of the diam-
eter of the network, D. The following algorithm
determines the globally common channel set. The
algorithm consists of two phases (see Fig. 1).

3.2.1. First phase or neighbor discovery and

configuration

The first phase consists of two rounds. The first
round is for neighbor discovery, while the second
round is used by a node i for conveying the common
channels in its neighborhood to each of its neigh-
bors. The two rounds differ only in the information
that is transmitted. Let Lx

i denote the set of chan-
nels that are common among all nodes in the x-
hop neighborhood of node i. Formally,

Lx
i ,

\
distance between nodes i and j is at most x

Aj
Note that, when x P D, Lx
i ¼ G0 for each node i in

the network. During round 1, each node i communi-
cates its channel availability set Ai and receives Aj

from each neighbor j. Thus, each node i becomes
aware of its set of neighbors NBRi and their
respective channel availability sets by the end of
round 1. Node i then computes the set of channels
that are common to itself and its neighbors by per-
forming an intersection operation over the channel
availability sets of i and all j 2NBRi. From node
i’s perspective, the local information available at i

at the end of round 1 is sufficient to establish com-
munication with its neighbors. However, its neigh-
bors are not yet aware of L1

i . In round 2, i

communicates L1
i to inform the neighbors of the

channels i could potentially use for local broadcast.
Each of the two rounds consists of M frames
ðF 1; F 2; . . . ; F MÞ and each frame consists of N times-
lots as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, phase 1 consists of
2MN timeslots. During frame F xð1 6 x 6 MÞ, every
node i with cx 2Ai tunes its transceiver to channel
cx. If cx 62Ai, i turns off its transceiver during frame
F x.

3.2.1.1. First round or neighbor discovery. Consider
the xth frame F x. Each node i transmits the contents
of Gi on channel cx during the ith timeslot of frame
F x if cx 2Ai; i remains silent otherwise during the
timeslot. All the other nodes are in receiving mode
on channel cx in the ith timeslot of frame F x (if cx

is in their availability set). This corresponds to time-
slot number ððx� 1Þ � N þ iÞ from the beginning of
the first round. During the remaining timeslots of
F x, node i is in the receive mode. If node i receives
node k’s transmission during (the kth timeslot of)
frame F x, node i learns that k 2NBRi and
cx 2Ak. In this case, node i updates its data struc-
tures. Note that a node i could send a hello message
in the timeslots corresponding to channels in Gi to
convey the above information. Transmitting the full
contents of Gi adds robustness to the system.

Consider the sample network shown in Fig. 2.
Here, node 2 will transmit the set G2 ¼A2 ¼ fc1;
c2; c3; c5g during the second timeslot of frames F 1,
F 2, F 3 and F 5. Overall they correspond to the 2nd,
9th, 16th and 30th timeslots from the beginning of
the first round. During timeslot numbers 20 and
32, node 2 remains silent since c4 and c6 do not
belong to A2. Fig. 3 shows the transmissions of
all five nodes during the first round. Note that pro-
vision has been made for transmission by nodes 3
and 7 during each frame even though the nodes



Fig. 2. A sample CR network with N ¼ 7 and M ¼ 6.

Fig. 3. Transmissions during round 1 of phase 1.
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are not present in the network. After the first round,
each node i knows the identities of all its one-hop
neighbors (maintained locally in set NBRi) and
their respective availability sets. Node i updates
the set Gi as follows: Gi ¼ Gi \ ð\j2NBRiGi;jÞ, where
Gi;j denotes the channel set received by node i from
the neighboring node j. It also increments r by one.

Node i can select one of the channels in the
updated set Gi as its preferred channel ðPCiÞ for
transmission. When node i transmits on its pre-
ferred channel during ith timeslot, its transmission
can be received by all of its one-hop neighbors if
all nodes j 2NBRi tune to PCi during ith timeslot.
For the sample network in Fig. 2, at the end of
round 1, NBR1 ¼ f2; 4g and the updated set G1

for node 1 is fc1; c5g. So, if node 1 transmits on
channel c1 during the first timeslot of a frame, its
transmission can be heard by all of its one-hop
neighbors if they tune to c1. After the first round,
only node i knows its preferred channel. Before
node i begins to transmit only on PCi, it has to
inform its neighbors about its selection. The second
round achieves this objective.

3.2.1.2. Second round or locally common channel

propagation. Nodes exchange their updated sets in
the second round. Every node i transmits Gi on
channel cx 2Ai during ith timeslot of frame F x.
Once again, consider the sample network shown in
Fig. 2. After the first round, the updated sets are
G1 ¼ fc1; c5g, G2 ¼ fc1; c5g, G4 ¼ fc5g, G5 ¼ fc1;
c3; c5g and G6 ¼ fc4; c5; c6g. Transmissions by the
nodes during the second round are shown in
Fig. 4. Nodes use a deterministic mechanism to
select a preferred channel from among the channels
in G0 at the end of the first round (for example, the
smallest channel). A node i implicitly conveys this
information to all its one-hop neighbors during
the second round by transmitting its updated Gi.
At the end of the second round, each node i updates
the set Gi as described before and increments r by
one. In our example, the updated sets are G1 ¼



Fig. 4. Transmissions during round 2 of phase 1.
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fc5g, G2 ¼ fc5g, G4 ¼ fc5g, G5 ¼ fc1; c5g and
G6 ¼ fc5g. Note that this updated set now gives
the set of channels that are common to a node
and all other nodes in its 2-hop neighborhood ðL2

i Þ.

3.2.2. Second phase or globally common channel set

computation

The second phase of the algorithm consists of
D� 2 frames with each frame divided into N times-
lots (see Fig. 1). (Therefore, a round corresponds to
a single frame in this phase.) Each node i now trans-
mits only on its preferred channel, PCi, (that was
determined during the first phase) during its pre-
assigned timeslot. This reduces the number of times-
lots, and in turn, reduces the time complexity of the
algorithm. As in the first phase, each node i contin-
ues to transmit its updated set Gi as illustrated in
Fig. 5. At the end of the kth round of the second
phase, each node i knows the set of channels that
are common to i and all the nodes that are within
ðk þ 2Þ hops from node i. Thus, for k ¼ D� 2, every
node i is aware of the set of channels that are com-
mon to i and all the nodes that are within D hops.
This corresponds to the globally common channel
set for the network and the algorithm terminates.
The diameter of the sample network illustrated in
Fig. 5. Transmissions
Fig. 2 is 3. Thus, phase 2 has only one round (3-2)
and the updated sets are G1 ¼ fc5g, G2 ¼ fc5g,
G4 ¼ fc5g, G5 ¼ fc5g and G6 ¼ fc5g. Thus Gi at
each node converges to the globally common chan-
nel set fc5g.

Upon termination, the proposed configuration
algorithm yields the following:

� All the nodes are able to identify their one-hop
neighbors.
� Every node i learns the set of channels that is

common to itself and all nodes within k-hop dis-
tance from node i, for each 1 6 k 6 D. This
information is very useful when G0 ¼ ; to sup-
port some communication infrastructure (see
Section 6.1).
� Every node i identifies the globally common

channel set G0, and hence, enables the normal
operation (that follows the configuration pro-
cess) to take place on one of the channels in the
set G0 (if non-empty).

If the nodes are allowed to transmit more infor-
mation, the global network topology and the identi-
ties of the nodes present in the network can also be
determined.
during phase 2.
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3.3. Diameter-unaware configuration

Consider the case where nodes are not aware of
the diameter of the network, D. Note that, even
though all the nodes know the set G0 in D rounds,
the nodes lack sufficient local knowledge to know
when D rounds have been completed and hence,
the nodes do not know when to terminate the con-
figuration algorithm. An obvious way, though inef-
ficient, is to assume that D is N � 1. However, a
more efficient can be devised as discussed next.

3.3.1. Peleg’s leader election algorithm when

diameter is unknown

Peleg [23] proposed a distributed time-optimal
leader election algorithm for arbitrary topologies
that runs in OðDÞ rounds even when the nodes lack
the knowledge of D. Recall that the term round sig-
nifies the duration it takes for every node in the net-
work to communicate with all of its neighbors. In
Peleg’s algorithm, the node with the largest identi-
fier in the network is elected as the leader. Each
node maintains two variables: (1) a variable u that
contains the largest identifier it has seen so far,
and (2) a variable d that contains the longest dis-
tance of any node in the network from node u that
it is aware of. Nodes broadcast u and d in every
round. A node competes to become the leader in
the network as long as it is not aware of a node with
larger identifier than its own, that is, its variable u

contains its own identifier. Once it learns about a
node with larger identifier than its own, it stops
competing (to become the leader). If a node has
the largest identifier among all nodes in the net-
work, then its variable u will always be set to its
own identifier and, further, it will receive increasing
values of d from successively farther nodes every
second round. Therefore if a node detects that its
variable u is set to its own identifier and its variable
d has the same value for three consecutive rounds,
then the node can deduce that (1) all nodes in the
network have heard from it (directly or indirectly),
and vice versa, and (2) it has the largest identifier
among all nodes in the network. The node then
elects itself as the leader and instructs all other
nodes to terminate the leader election algorithm. If
dmax is the longest distance of any node in the net-
work from the node with the largest identifier, say
UIDmax, Peleg’s algorithm terminates in at most
ð3dmax þ 2Þ rounds from the time node UIDmax

wakes up. (In our case, all nodes wake up at the
same time.) Further, dmax 6 D 6 2dmax. Therefore,
Peleg’s algorithm runs for at most ð3Dþ 2Þ and at
least 3D

2
þ 2

� �
rounds respectively. For more details

on this algorithm, readers are referred to the
research note in [23].

As an illustration, consider the sample network
in Fig. 2. Node 6 has the largest identifier among
all nodes in the network. Node 4 learns about node
6 in round 1. Nodes 1 and 2 learn about node 6 in
round 2. Node 5 learns about node 6 in round 3.
Node 6 receives new estimates for longest distance
in rounds 2, 4 and 6 and elects itself as the leader
at the end of round 8.

3.3.2. Using Peleg’s algorithm to compute the

globally common channel set

We propose to run Peleg’s algorithm in parallel
with the described layer-2 configuration algorithm
to enable all nodes to terminate when they do not
know the diameter of the network. To that end,
every node maintains the two variables u and d as
described before, which are initialized and updated
according to Peleg’s algorithm. Specifically, these
variables are included in every message a node
transmits in a round and are updated at the end
of every round based on the messages the node
has received during that round. Since Peleg’s algo-
rithm runs for at least 3D

2
þ 2

� �
rounds, the modified

layer-2 configuration algorithm runs for at least D
rounds. We know that Gi ¼ G0 at the end of D

rounds for every node i in the network. Since i only
performs a set intersection operation after every
round (as described in Section 3.2), executing the
configuration algorithm for more than D rounds
will not change Gi as Gj for every node j in network
would have also converged to G0 by the end of D

rounds. Thus, when a node terminates with respect
to Peleg’s leader election algorithm, it can also ter-
minate with respect to the configuration algorithm.
This implies that the configuration algorithm will
terminate in at most ð3Dþ 2Þ rounds at every node
in the network with the required set G0.

3.4. Complexity analysis

The diameter-aware configuration algorithm
requires exactly D rounds for completion. Phase 1
of the algorithm consist of two rounds of MN times-
lots each. The ðD� 2Þ rounds of phase 2 require N

timeslots for each round. Thus, the total time-com-
plexity of the configuration algorithm is
2MN þ ðD� 2ÞN timeslots. As each node transmits
information related only to its channel availability



Table 1
Running time of our configuration algorithms for various
topologies when N ¼ 40, M ¼ 80, and timeslot duration is 1 ms

Topology Time-complexity

Diameter-aware
(s)

Diameter-unaware

Minimum
(s)

Maximum
(s)

Ring 7.12 7.68 8.88
Grid
ð8� 5Þ

6.76 7.14 7.80

Star 6.40 6.60 6.72
Binary tree 6.68 7.02 7.56
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set, the number of bits carried per payload is OðMÞ.
For a network in which nodes are arranged in a lin-
ear topology ðD ¼ N � 1Þ with 40 nodes,2 80 chan-
nels,3 and timeslot duration of 1 ms [33], the
diameter-aware algorithm terminates within 8 s.
(Linear topology has the largest diameter and there-
fore worst-case running time for a given value of N.)
Note that the timeslot duration of 1 ms includes the
time required for changing channel frequency, pre-
amble required to establish message bit synchroni-
zation, and guard bands for synchronization error
and propagation time.4 Peleg’s time-optimal leader
election algorithm terminates in at most 3d þ 2
rounds, where d 6 D 6 2d. Thus, our diameter-una-
ware configuration algorithm requires 2MN times-
lots for the first phase and at most 3DN additional
timeslots for the second phase. Thus, the time-com-
plexity of the diameter-unaware algorithm is
2MN þ 3DN timeslots. This algorithm requires
every node to transmit a channel set, current esti-
mate of the highest identifier and current estimate
of the longest distance from the node with the high-
est identifier to any other node in the network.
Thus, it requires OðM þ log NÞ bits per message
payload. Once again, for a linear topology with
N ¼ 40, M ¼ 80, and timeslot duration of 1 ms,
the diameter-unaware algorithm terminates within
12 s. Table 1 shows running of the two configura-
tion algorithms for various topologies. For the
2 In the army, a unit of 30–40 soldiers forms a platoon.
3 In IEEE 802.11b devices operating in the 2.4 GHz band [9]

there are three non-overlapping channels (channels 1, 6 and 11)
that are 25 MHz apart. Assuming the same distribution, a 2 GHz
band may be divided into 80 non-overlapping channels.

4 Details on computation of timeslot duration were obtained
from personal communication with Jeff Barton, Rockwell Collins
Inc.
diameter-unaware version, the exact running time
depends on where the node with the largest identi-
fier is located in the network.
4. Lower bound on neighbor discovery

We have seen that our algorithms have running
times in terms of M and N even though the number
of nodes actually present in the network, say n, may
often be much less than N. It is natural to suspect
that the oblivious5 nature of the algorithms is respon-
sible for running times in M and N. In this section,
we investigate the problem of designing algorithms
that run in time proportional to n even if we do
not restrict ourselves to oblivious algorithms.

We show that any collision-free deterministic
algorithm for neighbor discovery has to use a large
number of timeslots even when the network contains
a small number of nodes. We use a slightly weaker
definition for collision, wherein we say that a colli-
sion occurs (and is indistinguishable from no trans-
missions) if two nodes that are within two hops of
each other, say i and j, transmit simultaneously on
a channel c and there is at least one mutual neighbor
k listening on c. If none of the mutual neighbors of i

and j listen on c or, if none exists, there is no colli-
sion. Under these assumptions, we show that for
each channel c available at a node i in the network,
any deterministic algorithm to solve the neighbor
discovery problem has to allocate at least N � n
timeslots during which i listens on c. Thus, any algo-
rithm to solve the neighbor discovery problem has to
use at least ðN � nÞ � A timeslots, where A denotes
the maximum size of a channel availability set
among all the nodes in the network. This result arises
from the ambiguity concerning the exact number of
nodes that are present in the network and the chan-
nels that are available at each of these nodes. It may
appear that one of the reasons for a high lower
bound on the time-complexity of neighbor discovery
is the requirement that the algorithm be collision-
free. However, we have recently proved in [20] that
a similar lower bound exists even if collisions are

allowed. Before we proceed to the formal proof, we
give some definitions that will be used in the proof.
5 For oblivious algorithms, the decision whether a node
transmits in a given timeslot is solely determined by the node
label and the timeslot number [12]. For CR nodes, the identity
and availability of the channel also has to be taken into
consideration.
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Configuration: A configuration C is defined by the
set of nodes that are actually present in the network,
the channel availability sets at each one of these
nodes and the neighborhood relation among these
nodes. Formally, a configuration C is given by a
triplet hP;K;Ci where

� P denotes the set of nodes present in the
network,
� K denotes the neighborhood function, that is,

K : P! 2P, and
� C denotes the channel availability set function,

that is, C : P! 2Auniv .

Note that, for each node i 2 P, CðiÞ ¼Ai.
State: The knowledge that a node has gained

about the network constitutes the state of that node.
Thus, the initial state of a node i depends on M, N,
Auniv, i and CðiÞ only. A node changes state as it
learns about its neighbors and other nodes in the
network.

Action: The action of a node i in a timeslot t

(transmit on a channel c or listen on a channel c

or do nothing) is determined solely by the state of
the node at the beginning of t and the deterministic
algorithm NDA executing at i.

Execution: A state assignment of a network is
defined to be an assignment of a state to each node
in the network. Also, an action assignment is an
assignment of an action to each node in the net-
work. An execution a is then defined by a finite
alternating sequence of state assignments and action
assignments S0;A1; S1;A2; . . . ; ST , where each Sr is a
state assignment after r timeslots, Ar is an action
assignment for timeslot r, and T is the number of
timeslots required for the execution to complete.

For a node i, an execution a and a timeslot t, we
use stateði; a; tÞ to denote the state of node i imme-
diately after timeslot t in execution a. Further, we
use actionði; a; tÞ to denote the action of node i dur-
ing timeslot t in execution a. Clearly, if an algorithm
is deterministic then the action of a node during a
timeslot only depends on its state at the end of the
previous timeslot. Formally,

stateði; a; tÞ ¼ stateði; a0; tÞ
) actionði; a; t þ 1Þ
¼ actionði; a0; t þ 1Þ: ð1Þ

Let viewði; a; tÞ denote the view of node i during
timeslot t of execution a. If node i transmits during
the timeslot t or listens but does not hear anything
or does nothing, then viewði; a; tÞ is defined to be
?. Otherwise, viewði; a; tÞ is defined to be the mes-
sage received during the timeslot t. The state of a
node at the end of a timeslot only depends on its
state at the beginning of that timeslot and its view
during that timeslot. Formally,

ðstateði; a; tÞ ¼ stateði; a0; tÞÞ ^ ðviewði; a; t þ 1Þ
¼ viewði; a0; t þ 1ÞÞ
) stateði; a; t þ 1Þ
¼ stateði; a0; t þ 1Þ: ð2Þ

Indistinguishability: If a and a0 are two execu-
tions, we say that a is indistinguishable from a0 with
respect to a node i, denoted by a ()

i
a0, if i has the

same initial state and the same sequence of views in
a and a0. We also say that a and a0 are indistinguish-

able to node i up to timeslot t, denoted by a ()
ði;tÞ

a0,
if i has the same initial state and the same sequence
of views up to (but not including) timeslot i in a and
a0. Note that if executions a and a0 are indistinguish-
able to node i up to timeslot t, then i has the same
action during timeslot t of executions a and a0.
Formally,

a ()
ði;tÞ

a0 ) actionði; a; tÞ ¼ actionði; a0; tÞ:
ð3Þ

Two executions a and a0 are said to be distinguish-

able if they are not indistinguishable. We now show
the following:

Lemma 4.1. Any deterministic algorithm for neighbor

discovery has a unique execution for every

configuration.

Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that the algorithm
has two different executions a and a0 for some con-
figuration C. Let t be the first timeslot where the two
executions differ, that is, the state assignments at the
end of timeslot t with t P 1 in the two executions
are different. By definition of t, we have:

8i : i 2 C : stateði; a; t � 1Þ ¼ stateði; a0; t � 1Þ: ð4Þ
From (1), we have:

8i : i 2 C : actionði; a; tÞ ¼ actionði; a0; tÞ ð5Þ
which, in turn, implies that:

8i : i 2 C : viewði; a; tÞ ¼ viewði; a0; tÞ: ð6Þ
Combining (4), (6) and (2), we have:

8i : i 2 C : stateði; a; tÞ ¼ stateði; a0; tÞ:
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This contradicts the assumption that a and a0 have
different state assignments at the end of timeslot
t. h

We now establish the lower bound on the num-
ber of timeslots that any collision-free deterministic
algorithm, say NDA, has to use for neighbor dis-
covery. Consider a configuration C ¼ hP;K;Ci, a
node i 2 P, a channel c 2 CðiÞ and a node j 62 P.
We use Chi; c; ji to denote the configuration that is
similar to C except for the additional node j that
is a neighbor of i on channel c. Formally, Chi; c; ji
is the configuration hP0;K0;C0i with:

P0,P [ fjg

K0ðkÞ,

KðkÞ : k 2 P� fig

KðkÞ [ fjg : k ¼ i

fig : k ¼ j

8>><
>>:

C0ðkÞ,
CðkÞ : k 2 P

fcg : k ¼ j:

(

Let a denote the unique execution of the algo-
rithm NDA for the configuration C. We use
ahi; c; ji to denote the unique execution of the algo-
rithm NDA for the configuration Chi; c; ji. Note
that ahi; c; ji must contain at least one timeslot dur-
ing which j transmits on c and i listens on c. Let
thi; c; ji denote the first such timeslot. It can be ver-
ified that a and ahi; c; ji are indistinguishable to
node i up to timeslot thi; c; ji, that is,

a ()
ði;thi;c;jiÞ

ahi; c; ji

By definition, node i listens on channel c during
timeslot thi; c; ji in execution ahi; c; ji. It follows
using (3) that node i listens on channel c during
timeslot thi; c; ji in execution a as well.

Node i listens on channel c during timeslot thi; c; ji
in execution a:

We show using the collision-free nature of the algo-
rithm that:

Lemma 4.2. Consider a configuration C ¼ hP;K;Ci,
a node i 2 P, a channel c 2 CðiÞ, and nodes j and k

with fj; kg \P ¼ ;. Let a denote the execution of the

algorithm NDA for C. The first timeslot during

which j transmits on c and i listens on c in ahi; c; ji (for
configuration Chi; c; ji) is not the same as the first

timeslot during which k transmits on c and i listens on
c in ahi; c; ki (for configuration Chi; c; ki) unless j and

k are the same nodes. Formally,

thi; c; ji ¼ thi; c; ki ) j ¼ k

Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that thi; c; ji ¼
thi; c; ki but j 6¼ k. Consider the configuration D
obtained from C by adding the two nodes j and k
as neighbors of node i on channel c. (Intuitively,
D is the ‘‘union” of the two configurations Chi; c;
ji and Chi; c; ki.) Let b be the execution of the algo-
rithm NDA for the configuration D. Clearly, b
contains at least one timeslot during which either
node j or node k transmits on channel c and node
i listens on channel c during the same timeslot. Let
t denote the first such timeslot, and let tmin ¼
minft; thi; c; jig. Since neither j nor k transmits on
c while i listens on c until t in all the three executions
– ahi; c; ji, ahi; c; ki and b, it can be shown that:

ahi; c; ji ()
ði;tminÞ

b ()
ði;tminÞ

ahi; c; ki; ahi; c; ji

� ()
ðj;tminÞ

b and ahi; c; ki ()
ðk;tminÞ

b: ð8Þ

Without loss of generality, assume that it is j that
transmits on c during t in b. It can be proved using
(8) that j transmits on c during tmin in ahi; c; ji as well
as b. Further, i listens on c during tmin in ahi; c; ji as
well as b. This implies that tmin ¼ thi; c; ji ¼ t, which,
in turn, means that k transmits on c during t in b as
well. This causes transmissions by j and k on c to
collide with each other while i is listening on c dur-
ing t in b. h

By using the fact that each node has a single
transceiver, we show that:

Lemma 4.3. Consider a configuration C ¼ hP;K;Ci
and a node i 2 P. Let a denote the execution of the

algorithm NDA for the configuration C. Then a
contains at least ðN � nÞ � jCðiÞj timeslots.

Proof. From Lemma 4.2 and (7), for each channel
c 2 CðiÞ, a contains at least ðN � nÞ timeslots during
which node i listens on channel c. Since each node
has a single transceiver, the set of timeslots for dif-
ferent channels are mutually exclusive. h

By choosing node i to be the node with the larg-
est availability set among all nodes in the network,
we obtain:

Theorem 4.4. Any collision-free deterministic algo-

rithm that solves the neighbor notification problem
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has to use at least ðN � nÞ � A timeslots, where N is

the maximum number of nodes in the network, n is the

actual number of nodes in the network, and A is the

maximum size of an availability set among all nodes in
the network.

When n ¼ oðNÞ and A ¼ XðMÞ, we obtain a
lower bound of XðMNÞ timeslots for any collision-
free deterministic algorithm solving the neighbor
discovery problem in the single transceiver model.

Note that every configuration that we have con-
structed during the course of our proof contains at
most two more nodes in addition to the nodes in
the given configuration. Therefore, the lower bound
holds even if all nodes know a better (but not exact)
upper bound nu than N on the actual number of
nodes n in the network, that is, nþ 2 6 nu 6 N .
For example, assume that each node in the network
is assigned a unique identifier from the range
½1; . . . ; 1000�. However, the network contains only
10 nodes and each node knows that there are at
most 12 nodes in the network. Moreover, instead
of assuming that each node is aware of an upper
bound on the number of nodes in the network, we
can assume that each node is aware of an upper
bound on the number of nodes in its neighborhood,
that is, its degree. It can be verified that as long as
the known upper bound on the degree is imprecise,
the lower bound proof in this section of XðMNÞ
timeslots is still applicable.

5. Speeding up neighbor discovery and configuration

with limited channel divergence

So far, we have implicitly assumed that channel
availability sets of two neighboring nodes may differ
arbitrarily. In case it is possible to bound the extent
by which channel availability sets of two neighbor-
ing nodes can differ, we can devise a faster algorithm
Fig. 6. A sample CR network wi
for neighbor discovery and configuration (first
phase). Such a situation of limited divergence
between neighbors may arise in scenarios where
the CR network is deployed in regions that have a
scarce population of primary users and/or other
sources of interference. Assume that the sets of
channels available to any pair of neighboring nodes
i and j differ by at most D, that is, jAi �Ajj 6 D.
(The set difference A� B is defined as: A� B ¼
fx : x 2 A and x 62 Bg.) Each node i is assumed to
be aware of the parameter D in addition to N, M,
Auniv, and Ai. For example, consider the sample
network shown in Fig. 6. The channels available
at each node are as indicated in the figure. Clearly,
jAi �Ajj 6 D ¼ 2 for all neighbor pairs i and j (as
illustrated in the figure).

We now describe our algorithm. Consider two
neighboring nodes i and j. Since Ai and Aj differ
by at most D channels, if i transmits on any subset
of ðDþ 1Þ channels of Ai, there is at least one chan-
nel on which j can receive the message provided j

tunes to the correct channel(s) in the appropriate
timeslot(s). We now present a scheme that ensures
that the above condition is satisfied.

A round is divided into N blocks, one per node.
Each block is further divided into ðDþ 1Þ segments,
each of which contains ðDþ 1Þ timeslots. During
the ith block of a round, node i is allowed to trans-
mit on ðDþ 1Þ lower-most channels sorted by fre-
quency. Specifically, in the xth segment of the ith
block, node i transmits on the xth lower-most chan-
nel ðDþ 1Þ times. On the other hand, in the xth seg-
ment of the ith block, nodes other than i listen on
their ðDþ 1Þ lower-most channels, one by one.

Let fc1
i ; c

2
i ; . . . ; cDþ1

i g be the set of ðDþ 1Þ lower-
most channels available at some node i. Let fc1

j ; c
2
j ;

. . . ; cDþ1
j g be the set of ðDþ 1Þ lower-most channels

available at a neighbor j of i. Since the difference in
the availability sets is at most D, the two channel
th N ¼ 5, M ¼ 6 and D ¼ 2.



Fig. 7. Communication schedule for node 2 in the sample network in Fig. 6. Successful communication is shown in bold.
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sets, namely fc1
i ; c

2
i ; . . . ; cDþ1

i g and fc1
j ; c

2
j ; . . . ; cDþ1

j g
have at least one common channel. Let that com-
mon channel be cx

i . It can be verified that, in the
xth segment of the ith block, at least one transmis-
sion by i will be successfully received by j.

As an example, consider node 2 in Fig. 6. The
transmission schedule for 2 is illustrated in Fig. 7.
A tuple of the form ðT ; xÞ is used to indicate that
a node is transmitting on a channel cx in a given
timeslot. A tuple of the form ðR; xÞ indicates that a
node is receiving on a channel cx. We have used only
the indices of the channels for simplicity of repre-
sentation. Transmissions that are received by at
least one neighbor are marked in bold. It is easy
to see that there is at least one successful transmis-
sion from 2 to all of its neighbors in Fig. 6.

Clearly, each round of the first phase consists of
ðDþ 1Þ2N timeslots instead of MN timeslots. For
D� M , this is a significant improvement over the
algorithm in Section 3.2.1.
6. Discussion

6.1. Comments on empty globally common

channel set

The globally common channel set G0 may be
empty in certain situations. However, that does
not preclude communication among the nodes since
the only condition that needs to be satisfied for a
node i to communicate with its neighbors is:

Ai

\ \
j2NBRi

Aj

 !
6¼ ;:
Consider the sample network shown in Fig. 8.
This network differs from the network illustrated
in Fig. 2 only in the availability set at node 5
ðc5 62A5Þ. This minor change however renders the
network with an empty globally common channel
set since c5 was the only common channel in
Fig. 2. The progress of the configuration algorithm
for the network is also illustrated in Fig. 8. At the
end of phase 2, each node i will update its Gi and
find that it is empty. If Gi at the end of phase 2 is
empty, node i can always revert back to the last
non-empty Gi that was computed at the end of a
round. This can be done by maintaining a record
of all the Gi computed during execution of the algo-
rithm. The Gi computed at the kth round is repre-
sented by Gk

i . Consider node 5 in the example
shown in Fig. 8. Here, G1

5 ¼ fc1; c3g, G2
5 ¼ fc1g

and G3
5 ¼ fg. Thus, node 5 can deduce that channel

c1 is common to itself and all other nodes that are at
most two hops away. Similarly, node 6 can deduce
that c5 is common to itself and all other nodes that
are at most two hops away. Nodes 1, 2, 4 and 5 can
form a cluster and communicate among themselves
on c1 while nodes 1, 2, 4 and 6 can form a cluster
and communicate among themselves on c5. For
inter-cluster communication, node 2 or node 4 can
act as a gateway node as they can communicate with
both clusters.
6.2. Comments on configuration overheads

Layer-2 configuration operation and normal
operation are repeated periodically every T time
units. Alternating between layer-2 configuration
and normal operation requires that the normal



Fig. 8. Algorithm execution when set G0 is empty.
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operation be suspended for some time every T time
units. This may disrupt ongoing higher layer com-
munication (for example, TCP connections), which
may be a high penalty to pay, especially for net-
works with low mobility. So, instead of alternating
between these two modes of operation, it would
be better to interleave the configuration rounds
between the normal operation so that configuration
process is continuously ongoing. For this,

� The normal operation may also need to have a
slotted and framed structure. This is to ensure
that the context switching (which is more fre-
quent here) may be done in a manner that is inde-
pendent of the communication algorithm used
for normal operation.
� Traffic-bearing slots during normal operation
may be longer than the timeslot duration of the
proposed configuration algorithm. One could
possibly pack several configuration slots into
‘‘borrowed” traffic slots.
6.3. Comments on changes to the globally common

channel set

Some of the factors that affect the integrity of the
globally common channel set G0 computed by the
proposed layer-2 configuration algorithm are:

� Nodes may not turn on their radios at the same
time, and hence, may invoke the configuration
algorithm at different times.
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� Network topology changes. New nodes in the
network could arrive or the existing nodes from
the network could depart at any time. Thus, it
is possible that a single network could become
partitioned and one or more such partitions
could merge later to form a single network.
� Changes to the channel availability set main-

tained by individual nodes (possibly due to arri-
val of the primary user of the globally common
channel, cglobal) will also trigger re-computation
of the globally common channel set.

To address changes to the set G0 due to all the
above factors, the configuration algorithm may have
to be re-invoked. Consider a newly arrived node. If
the newly arrived node decreases the cardinality of
the set G0 by at least one, then we term it a contrib-

uting node. Suppose a run of the configuration algo-
rithm resulted in the selection of cglobal for
communication among existing nodes. When a con-
tributing node (say j) arrives, it would not be able to
communicate with the existing nodes in the network
if cglobal 62Aj. Thus, nodes in the neighborhood of j

would remain unaware of j’s arrival. Due to this lack
of knowledge, they would have to scan through all
the M channels in Auniv. Also, the total number of
new nodes joining the network is not known a priori.
Thus, a time-slotted mechanism appears to be
needed, whereby each node transmits in its pre-
assigned timeslot. A total of MN timeslots would
be required to detect a newly arrived node and learn
about its availability set. After this, OðDÞ rounds
would be required to propagate this information
throughout the network. This is equivalent to
re-invoking the configuration algorithm. Thus, in
order to handle changes to globally common chan-
nel cglobal and/or the set G0, every node in the
network re-invokes the layer-2 configuration algo-
rithm every T time units (see Fig. 1), where T is sig-
nificantly larger than the time required for the
configuration algorithm to terminate. For example,
we may choose T to be equal to 20 � time taken
by the configuration algorithm.

6.4. Comments on lossy channels

We have assumed so far that the channels are reli-
able: if a node i transmits a message on a channel on
which a neighboring node j is listening, then j

receives the message sent by i if no other neighbor
of j is transmitting on the same channel simulta-
neously. However, messages may also be lost
because of transient noise in the medium. Typically,
two neighboring nodes are likely to share many
channels. Therefore, in the first phase of the layer-
2 configuration algorithms described in Section 3,
every node should be able to successfully receive a
message from each of its neighboring nodes on at
least one of the channels shared by them with rea-
sonably high probability. To improve the robustness
of the second phase, we can simply execute a few
additional rounds (the number will depend on how
lossy the channels are), to increase the likelihood
that all nodes have correctly computed the globally
common channel set. Also, instead of making one
transmission (as in the algorithm proposed by us)
during a timeslot, the transmitting node can be pro-
grammed to transmit a fixed number of transmis-
sions of the same packet (interleaved with a very
short silence period) during a timeslot. This increases
the duration of the timeslot by a constant factor,
independent of the number of nodes or number of
channels, but the robustness of the reception is sub-
stantially increased without any increase in the
asymptotic complexity. When using the neighbor
discovery and configuration algorithm that assumes
limited channel divergence, we can again choose a
sufficiently high value for D such that two neighbor-
ing nodes are likely to share many channels in their
availability sets.

6.5. Comments on stable network topology

The algorithm described in Section 3 allows only
one transmission per timeslot, the primary reason
being that since the nodes know nothing about the
network topology, it will not be possible to assign
a deterministic conflict-free transmission schedule.
At the end of a single execution of the algorithm,
the nodes become fully aware of the global network
topology. In situations where the network topology
is fairly stable (channel availability is still subject
to change), repeating the algorithm will be inefficient
as the nodes can potentially take advantage of the
available network topology. Note that two nodes i

and j that are not within each other’s radio range
as well have no nodes in common among their neigh-
bors can transmit simultaneously without any con-
flicts. The problem of assigning such timeslots is
equivalent to the distance-2 node coloring problem
on graphs, which is known to be NP-complete [18].
A number of heuristics and approximation algo-
rithms have been proposed for distance-2 coloring-
based timeslot/channel assignment [15,24,29].



Fig. 9. A star topology.

Fig. 10. A linear topology.
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Although, distance-2 coloring-based timeslot
assignment in a topology-aware setting may not
yield an algorithm that runs faster in the worst-case
(e.g., star topology), it will perform better for most
arbitrary graphs and will in fact be linear in M for
certain graphs (e.g., linear topology). To elaborate,
consider the star network shown in Fig. 9. When
the node at the center of the star (4) transmits, none
of the other nodes can transmit because it will result
in a collision. Similarly when two or more nodes in
the periphery of the network (1, 2 and 6) transmit
simultaneously, collision occurs at node 4. Thus,
only one node can transmit in a single timeslot and
knowledge of the topology does not yield a shorter
schedule. Now consider the linear chain illustrated
in Fig. 10. One can easily observe that nodes 1, 2
and 3 can transmit simultaneously in a timeslot with-
out any collisions and so can nodes 4, 9 and 8. Thus,
up to N

3
transmissions are possible per timeslot yield-

ing a running time of 6M (linear in M only) for phase
1 instead of 2MN .
7. Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the layer-2 auto-con-
figuration problem in a CR network and presented
a distributed algorithm for finding a globally com-
mon channel set wherein nodes have no prior knowl-
edge of their neighborhood. Our algorithm consists
of two phases. In the first phase, every node learns
its neighborhood information and selects a preferred
channel for transmission in its 1-hop neighborhood.
In the second phase, nodes exchange messages on
the preferred channels to compute the globally com-
mon channel set ðG0Þ. We showed that all nodes in the
network determine theG0 in 2MN þ OðDNÞ timeslots
for both diameter-aware and diameter-unaware ver-
sions of the algorithm. For reasonable network
deployment scenarios, the time taken for the diame-
ter-aware and diameter-unaware versions of the algo-
rithm is approximately 8 s and 12 s, respectively. The
proposed solution also provides every node the set of
channels that are common to itself and all other
nodes that are k-hops away. This information is par-
ticularly useful when the globally common channel
set is empty to facilitate a communication infrastruc-
ture among clusters of nodes connected through gate-
ways. We further showed that the proposed
algorithm is optimal for neighborhood discovery by
proving a lower bound of XðMNÞ timeslots in the
worst-case even when the neighbor discovery algo-
rithm is adaptive in nature. Finally, we presented a
faster algorithm for neighbor discovery when chan-
nel availability sets between neighboring nodes can-
not differ arbitrarily.

In the future, we plan to focus on proving lower
bounds for phase 2, and developing algorithms/heu-
ristics that may execute faster for various special
scenarios (e.g., stable network topology). We
also plan to investigate the layer-2 configuration
problem when nodes can distinguish between back-
ground noise and collision noise. In Section 6.3, we
described a simple but probably inefficient method
to address changes in G0. We propose to develop
asynchronous algorithms that can run in conjunc-
tion with normal operation of the network to handle
changes in network topology and channel availabil-
ity and the resulting changes in G0 in a more efficient
manner.
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